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Garden in bloom

As this leading business hub continues to flourish, Upward Curve reveals where
to stay, what to see and where to eat in Singapore, the ‘Garden City’ of southeast Asia

A

‘Garden City’ vision was
engineered 50 years
ago, by former Prime
Minister, Lee Kuan Yew. He
announced his vision on 11 May
1967 to transform Singapore
with abundant lush greenery and
a clean environment, in order to
make life more attractive. It was
also envisaged that this would
send a message to the world that
Singapore was a well-organised
city and a prime destination for
tourists and foreign investments.
Today it remains a clean and
green playground for the world’s
fiscally top-tiered individuals
– indeed it was home to 2,360

ultra HNIs according to property
consultancy Knight Frank in their
2016 wealth report.
Since planting the seeds half
a century ago, ministers have
continued to pave the way for
more accessible business; online
procedures for property transfer,
improved credit information
systems, and a combined tax
and business registration,
to name a few.
WHERE TO STAY

Thanks to its global positioning
as a major transport hub, and
the positive approach of its
government, there is no shortage

of luxury accommodation in
Singapore. From classic colonial
architecture to modern skyscraper
neighbours – and a 340m-long
boat 57 storeys high – there is
something for everyone.
No visit to Singapore is
complete without a stay at
Raffles; the iconic all-suite luxury
Singapore hotel. Since 1887, this
five-star institution has become
a symbol of Far East romance
– an exhilarating melting pot of
luxury, history and colonial design.
Through the decades, doormen
have welcomed some of the most
famous personalities, from writers
to celebrities, politicians and

members of royalty, such as the
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge.
Quite possibly the most visually
arresting hotel on the planet,
Marina Bay Sands is an integrated
resort, topped by a 340m long Sky
Park that features a 150m-long
infinity swimming pool.
For a more discreet, tranquil
stay, head to Capella on Santosa
Island where curved, modern
buildings gently intermingle with
both colonial architecture and the
verdant rainforest spread over
30 acres of land. Its backyard;
The South China Sea.
Raffles
raffles.com/singapore
Marina Bay Sands
marinabaysands.com
Capella
capellahotels.com/singapore
Pictured: The famous infinity
pool atop the Marina Bay
Sands Sky Park looks down
on Singapore’s parks and
municipal green spaces

DINNER AND DRINKS

Famous for its Asian fusion,
Singapore has inspired the
hybridisation of different styles
e.g. Paranekan cuisine; a mix of
Chinese and Malay food.
Be sure to try the lobster roll
with truffle fries at the energetic
Fullerton Bay Hotel Lantern
Bar – while sipping your favorite
drink and absorbing Singapore’s
glittering skyline.
For a more intimate room with
a view, head to JAAN, a hidden
gem on the 70th floor of Swissôtel
The Stamford. Its artisan menu is
the work of young Chef de Cuisine
Kirk Westaway.
L’Atelier De Joël Robuchon
offers a unique dining experience
in a vibrant atmosphere. Based
on the concept of the Atelier –
which means ‘workshop’ – the
restaurant draws inspiration
from the simplicity of Japanese
cuisine, combines it with French
techniques, and delivers exquisite
dishes in an atmosphere much

like a Spanish tapas bar. Using
a lavish selection of ingredients
from countries all around the world,
including foie gras and lobster, the
restaurant offers classic French
and Mediterranean dishes, as well
as those with an Asian twist.
The Mandarin Oriental also
boasts some of Singapore’s
finest amenities and acclaimed
restaurants with internationally
renowned chefs, including
a steakhouse, Cantonese,
Japanese and Italian eateries.
The Fullerton Bay Hotel
fullertonhotels.com/singapore
Mandarin Oriental
mandarinoriental.com/Singapore
Jaan
jaan.com.sg
L’Atelier De Joël Robuchon
rwsentosa.com
EXPLORE

Get some perspective on this
mind-blowing island city-state
on the Singapore Flyer. From
165-metres high, you can take

Above: See all that this
energetic city has to offer
from the dizzy heights of The
Singapore Flyer Below: The
world-famous Raffles (left)
has been operating as a luxury
hotel for 130 years; nature park
Gardens by the Bay (right)
in vistas afar, including Orchard
Road, a 2.2 kilometre boulevard
that boast 22 shopping malls
and six large department stores,
featuring around 5,000 brands.
The Singapore Botanic
Gardens are home to an array
of lush plants and flowers.
Stroll along Clarke Quay at
night, a historical riverside quay
brimming with restaurants, bars
and fun entertainment venues.
Singapore’s arts scene is
a colorful brew of local works
made more diverse with
internationally renowned players
performing throughout the year.
Be sure not to miss the
National Gallery Singapore

UPCOMING HIGHLIGHT
The 28th edition of
Singapore’s International Film
Festival (November/December)
features films by Asia’s most
promising movie makers
as well as internationally
acclaimed directors. Learn
more about becoming one
of the 12,000 privileged
guests attending this dynamic
program consisting of 100
screenings, post-show
discussions, masterclasses
and talks at hsgiff.com
and experience the impressive
Civic District Art Trail.
Further afield, Gardens by
the Bay is a nature park spanning
250 acres of reclaimed land in
central Singapore, adjacent to
the Marina Reservoir.
Gardens by the Bay
gardensbythebay.com.sg
The Singapore Flyer
singaporeflyer.com
Orchard Road
orchardroad.org
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